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Abstract— Stochastic hybrid systems are driven by random
processes and have states that can both flow continuously and
jump instantaneously. Many classes of stochastic hybrid sys-
tems, with different modeling strengths, have been considered
in the literature. In this tutorial paper we first consider perhaps
the simplest class of stochastic hybrid systems: those that
admit unique solutions and that do not permit state conditions
that force jumps. Several examples are given to illustrate
the utility of this simple modeling class and Lyapunov-based
sufficient conditions for various stability properties are given.
The second half of the tutorial addresses a recent, more general
stochastic hybrid systems modeling framework that permits
state conditions to trigger jumps and that allows for non-unique
solutions, via stochastic differential and difference inclusions
and possibly overlapping flow and jump sets. Examples are
provided to show the relevance of models that admit non-
unique solutions and forced jumps. Lyapunov-based sufficient
conditions for various stability properties for this class of
stochastic hybrid systems are also provided.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper constitutes a tutorial on certain approaches
to modeling and analyzing stability properties of stochastic
hybrid systems. The latter refers to systems with states
that sometimes change continuously (flow) and sometimes
change instantaneously (jump), with each type of evolution
possibly driven by a random process. The tutorial focuses on
two extreme modeling cases. It starts by discussing models
with unique solutions, deterministic flows, and deterministic
jumps where the timing of the jumps is random; it concludes
by formulating models that admit non-unique solutions and
include stochastic flows and stochastic jumps, allowing
jumps that are triggered by the value of the state. A basic
reference for more information pertaining the first part of the
tutorial is [1]. References for more information pertaining to
the second part of the tutorial include [2], [3], [4], [5], [6].
For both parts of the tutorial, examples are presented that
fit the modeling structure, the solution concept is described,
useful stability definitions are provided, Lyapunov-based
sufficient conditions for the stability properties are stated,
and stability is addressed for the examples using the provided
analysis tools.

There are many results on stability theory from the
stochastic hybrid systems literature that are not discussed
in this tutorial. The paper [7] contains a recent survey of
such results. As indicated there, some of the foundational
frameworks for stochastic hybrid systems include piecewise
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deterministic Markov processes [8], [9], diffusions driven
by Lévy processes [10], Markov jump systems [11], hy-
brid switching diffusions [12], [13], and stochastic hybrid
automata [14].

Rather than surveying such results, the aim of this tutorial
is to provide exposure to two extreme classes of stochastic
hybrid systems. An understanding of the basic results associ-
ated with these classes may inspire the reader to delve more
deeply into the multi-faceted literature on stochastic hybrid
systems, exploring models that reside somewhere between
these two extremes.

Sections II-V below comprise the first part of the tu-
torial. After discussing a solution concept for a class of
deterministic hybrid systems at the start of Section II,
stochasticity is added. Examples that are covered by this
modeling framework are presented in Section III. A first pass
at stability theory definitions, appropriate for solutions with
sample paths that have at most one jump at a time, appears
in Section IV. Lyapunov-based sufficient conditions for these
properties also appear in Section IV, and in Section V they
are applied to the examples.

Sections VI-XIII comprise the second part of the tutorial.
The structure of this part is similar to the structure of the first
part. A formal model is presented in Section VI and examples
fitting the modeling framework are given in Section VII.
The solution concept, an extension of the solution concept
for non-stochastic hybrid inclusions as found in [15] for
example, is described in Section VIII. Stability definitions,
appropriate for solutions with sample paths defined on hy-
brid time domains, appear in Section IX. Lyapunov-based
sufficient conditions for these properties appear in Section
X, and in Section XII they are applied to the examples.
In between these two sections, additional results that have
been developed for the special case of non-stochastic flows
appear in Section XI. A discussion of some open problems,
including extending the results of Section XI to the case of
flows modeled by stochastic differential inclusions, can be
found in Section XIII. In contrast to the first part of the
tutorial, the second part of the tutorial makes extensive use
of set-valued analysis, a basic reference for which is [16].
As such, the solution concept and stability definitions are
expressed in non-standard terms; on the other hand, it can
be argued that the terms in which these items are expressed
is natural. In any case, the second part of this tutorial makes
an attempt to present these new concepts in a streamlined
manner.



II. STOCHASTIC HYBRID SYSTEMS

In this section we focus our attention on hybrid systems
(HS) whose state xptq, t ¥ 0 takes values in Rn. In practice,
the state vector often has components that take values in
discrete sets, but that fact will not be important for most
of the discussion in this tutorial so we will not bother
to distinguish between those components of the state that
take continuous values and those that take discrete values.
The reader is referred to [1] for the more general case
that includes a HS state with both continuous and discrete
components.

To facilitate the introduction of our stochastic hybrid
systems model, we start with a deterministic model and
subsequently add stochasticity to its solution.

A. Deterministic Hybrid Systems

A simple deterministic hybrid systems (DHSs) model
requires a locally Lipschitz vector field f : Rn Ñ Rn that
defines the evolution of the state xptq; a family of reset
maps tφ` : Rn Ñ Rn, ` P Lu that characterizes how the
resets or impulses change the system’s state; and a family
of guards tg` : Rn Ñ R, ` P Lu that defines when resets or
impulses take place. The families of reset maps and guards
are parameterized by the parameter ` P L so that the guard
g` corresponds to the reset map φ`.

A solution to this DHS, starting at an initial condition
xp0q � x0 P Rn, is constructed as follows:

1) Set k � 0, t0 � 0.
2) Solve the initial-value problem zptkq � xptkq, 9z �

fpzq, @t ¥ tk; and let rtk, T q denote its maximum
interval of existence.

3) If any one of the g`
�
zptq� is non-negative at time

tk or two or more of the g`
�
zptq� became non-

negative simultaneously in the interval ptk, T q, then
this procedure fails.

4) If a single g`
�
zptq�, ` P L becomes non-negative in

the interval ptk, T q, i.e.,

tk�1 � inf
 
t P ptk, T q : D` P L, g`

�
zptq� ¥ 0

(
belongs to the (open) interval ptk, T q and D`k P L such
that

g`k
�
zptk�1q

� ¥ 0, g`
�
zptk�1q

�   0, @` � `k;

then define the DHS state in the interval rtk, tk�1q to
be

xptq � zptq, @t P rtk, tk�1q
and at the time tk�1 to be

xptk�1q � φ`k
�
zptk�1q

�
(1)

Increment the integer k and go back to 2.
5) If none of the g`

�
zptq�, ` P L becomes non-negative

in the interval rtk, T q, then define the DHS state in the
interval rtk, T q to be

xptq � zptq, @t P rtk, T q

and terminate.
We call the tk reset times and this solution is defined up to
a maximal time Tmax that can be either equal to T if the
construction terminate through 5 or supk tk if it does not
terminate.

Richer DHS models can be found in the literature. In
particular, the model above lacks non-determinism in that
an initial condition leads to uniqueness of solution, which
simplifies the introduction of stochasticity. However, non-
determinism can be combined with stochasticity as we shall
see starting in Section VI.

B. Time-Triggered Stochastic Hybrid Systems

In Section II-A, the reset times correspond to the times
at which one of the guards g` becomes non-negative. In
Time-Triggered Stochastic Hybrid Systems (TTSHS), the reset
times are random variables with the property that the inter-
reset intervals hk � tk�1 � tk, @k P Z¥0 are independent
and identically distributed random variables.

A TTSHS model requires three ingredients: a locally
Lipschitz vector field f : Rn Ñ Rn that defines the evolution
of the state xptq; a family of reset maps tφ` : Rn Ñ Rn, ` P
Lu that characterizes how the resets or impulses change
the system’s state; and a family of reset-time distributions
tµ` : ` P Lu that defines when resets or impulses take
place. Also here, the families of reset maps and reset-time
distributions are parameterized by the same parameter ` P L.

The construction of a solution to this TTSHS is similar to
that of a DHS, but with a different selection method for the
reset times. In particular, the steps 2–5 should be replaced
by:

2’) Solve the initial-value problem zptkq � xptkq, 9z �
fpzq, @t ¥ tk; and let rtk,Tq denote its maximum
interval of existence.

3’) Draw independent random numbers h`k, ` P L with
distributions µ`. If any of the h`k is equal to zero or
more than one of the h`k is equal to hk � min`PL h`k
then this procedure fails. Otherwise set

tk�1 � tk � hk.

4’) If tk�1 P ptk,Tq and a single h`k is equal to hk, i.e.,
D`k P L such that

h`k
k � hk, h`k ¡ hk, @` � `k;

then define the TTSHS state in the interval rtk, tk�1q
to be

xptq � zptq, @t P rtk, tk�1q (2)

and at the time tk�1 to be

xptk�1q � φ`k
�
zptk�1q

�
(3)

Increment the integer k and go back to 2’.
5’) If tk�1 ¥ T, then define the TTSHS state in the

interval rtk,Tq to be

xptq � zptq, @t P rtk,Tq (4)



and terminate.
Following the terminology introduced for the DHSs, we call
the random times tk reset times and the solution is defined up
to a maximal time Tmax that is equal to T if the construction
terminates through 5’ or is equal to supk tk if it does not
terminate.

To make sure that the procedure above does not fail in
step 3’, one should require that Pph`k � 0q � 0 for every
` P L, k P Z¥0 (so that we do not get h`k equal to zero)
and also that Pph`1k � h`2k q � 0 for every `1 � `2, k P Z¥0

(so that we do not get more than one of the h`k is equal to
hk � min`PL h`k).

C. State-Driven Stochastic Hybrid Systems

For the TTSHS model above, the distributions of the inter-
reset times are not allowed to depend on the current state
value. However, in State-Driven Stochastic Hybrid Systems
(SDSHS) the state xptq plays a role in the selection of the
reset times.

A SDSHS model also requires three ingredients: a locally
Lipschitz vector field f : Rn Ñ Rn that defines the evolution
of the state xptq; a family of reset maps tφ` : Rn Ñ Rn, ` P
Lu that characterizes how the jumps or impulses change the
system’s state; and a family of transition intensities tλ` :
Rn Ñ r0,8q, ` P Lu that defines when jumps or impulses
take place. Each transition intensity λ`, ` P L determines the
“instantaneous” probability of the reset φ`, in the sense that
the probability that the state will be reset by φ` during the
“elementary” interval pt, t� dts is given by λ`

�
xptq�dt. By

an “elementary” time interval, we mean that this statement
holds in the limit as dt Ó 0�. One can thus regard λ`

�
xptq�

as the “instantaneous” average number of resets φ` per unit
of time.

To construct a solution to this SDSHS, one follows similar
steps to those in Section II-A for a DHS, but with steps 2–5
replaced by:

2”) Solve the initial-value problem zptkq � xptkq, 9z �
fpzq, @t ¥ tk; and let rtk,Tq denote its maximum
interval of existence.

3”) Draw independent random numbers h`k, ` P L with
standard exponential distributions (unit mean and vari-
ance).

4”) If one of the integrals

m`
kptq�

» t
tk

λ`
�
zpsq�ds, @t P rtk,Tq, ` P L (5)

reaches h`k, ` P L in the interval ptk,Tq, i.e., if

tk�1 � inf
 
t P ptk,Tq : D` P L, m`

kptq ¥ h`k
(

belongs to the (open) interval ptk, T q and D`k P L such
that m`k

k ptq ¥ h`k
k ; then define the SDSHS state in the

interval rtk, tk�1s according to (2)–(3). Increment the
integer k and go back to 2”.

5”) Otherwise, define the SDSHS state in the interval
rtk,Tq according to (4) and terminate.

We assume that the transition intensity maps x ÞÑ λ`pxq, ` P
L are continuous (or at least measurable) to make sure that
the integrals in (5) are well defined; and that the transition
intensities λ`pxq, ` P L and the reset maps φ`pxq, ` P L are
locally bounded in x, in the sense that, for every bounded
set B � Rn, there exist constants LB, FB such that

λ`pxq ¤ LB, }φ`pxq} ¤ FB, ,@x P B,

to make sure that, if the state x remains inside a bounded
set, then Tmax � 8. This last assumption is not required
for the construction of the solution, but it is instrumental in
establishing global existence of solutions.

When constructing solutions to SDSHS, the h`k, ` P L
are all positive with probability one and one does not have
to worry about tk�1 in step 4” being equal to tk. The
probability of multiple m`

k reaching the h`k simultaneously
is also zero, so `k in step 4” is well defined with probability
one.

D. Emulating Time-Triggered Stochastic Hybrid Systems
with State-Driven Stochastic Hybrid Systems

It turns out that TTSHSs can be emulated by appropriately
constructed SDSHSs when the reset-time distributions µ`p�q
have probability density functions f ` : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q, i.e.,

F `phq�
»
r0,hs

µ`pdsq �
» h

0

f `psqds,

@h P r0, T `q, ` P L,

where T ` � supth P R : F `phq   1u P R Y t8u. To
construct a SDSHS that emulates the TTSHS, we augment
the state of the TTSHS with a timer variable

τ ptq � t� tk, @t ¥ 0, (6)

leading to a SDSHS with state-space Rn�R. The differential
equation for τ is

9τ � 1,

and we build the reset maps φ` : Rn � R Ñ Rn � R to
set τ � 0 at each reset time tk. The transition intensities
λ`px, τq associated with these resets are given by the hazard
rate of the reset-time distributions µ`:

λ`px, τq� f `pτq
1� F `pτq , @x P Rn, τ P r0, T `q,

which turn out to be equal to the probability that a random
timer τ with distribution µ` will fire in an elementary interval
rτ, τ �dτq, given that it has not yet fired at time τ . One can
show that this construction guarantees that the (conditional)
distribution of tk�1 given tk is equal to

P
�
tk�1 ¡ T | tk

� � ¹
`PL

»
pT�tk,8q

f `psqds

� P
�
h`k ¡ T � tk, @` P L | tk

�
,

which is precisely what one would get for the corresponding
TTSHS [1].



Representing TTSHSs as SDSHSs enables one to combine
in the same SHS both time-triggered and state-driven resets.
The approach outlined above applies only when the reset-
time distributions do not have point masses. This limitation
does not appear the models presented starting in Section VI.

III. EXAMPLES

A. Feedback control using remote sensors

Consider a feedback control system in which the process
output vector y is measured by a sensor that is located
far from the controller and communicates with it through a
shared network, as shown in Figure 1. The sensor samples the

processcontroller

shared  
network sensorhold

Fig. 1. Feedback loop with a shared network between sensor and controller.

process output y at times tk, k P Z¥0 and sends the value of
y at times tk to the controller. Between sampling times, the
controller simply holds the values of the last measurement
received, leading to a mismatch between the process output
yptq and the controller input ŷptq. For the following linear
process and controller models,

9xP � APxP �BPu, 9xC � ACxC �BC ŷ

y � CPxP , u � CCxC ,

the system dynamics can be written as

9x � Ax, x�

��xPxC
ŷ

�� , A�

��AP BPCC 0
0 AC BC
0 0 0

�� ,
(7)

between sampling times; and at each sampling time tk P
Z¥1,

xptkq� J x�ptkq, J �

�� I 0 0
0 I 0
CP 0 0

��
which corresponds to continuity for xP and xC and, at the
sampling times, ŷptkq is set equal to yptkq � CPxP ptkq.

Typically, the sensor samples the process output period-
ically with the sampling time equal to a constant Ts ¡ 0,
but when measurements are communicated through a shared
network, transmission fails if the network is busy and the
sensor may need to wait until some time tk, at which time
the sensor sends the current output yptkq. In this case, the
interval hk � tk�1 � tk becomes a random variable due to
the stochastic nature of the wait. The resulting system can be
modeled using a TTSHS with the vector field (7), the reset
map

φpxq � Jx,

and the reset-time distribution µp�q of the random variables
hk � tk�1 � tk.

B. Estimation through a packet-switched network

Consider the setup shown in Figure 2, where one wants
to construct a remote estimate for the state of a process,
by sending state measurements through a packet-switched
shared network. The process is the following linear system

encoder decoder

x

x(t1) x(t2) shared  
network

Fig. 2. Estimation through a packet-switched network in Example III-B.

9x � Ax� b 9w, x P Rn, (8)

where w denotes a scalar Brownian motion process. To
focus our attention on SHSs whose dynamics are ordinary
differential equations (ODEs), we employ the mathematical
trick of approximating the stochastic differential equation
(SDE) (8) by a random walk that can be easily modeled
by an ODE with stochastic impulses: It turns out that the
solutions to (8) can be obtained as the limit ε Ó 0� of the
solutions to a SDSHS with continuous dynamics

9x � Ax

and two reset maps

φ1pxq� x�?
εb, φ2pxq� x�?

εb, @x P Rn, (9)

with the same transition intensities

λ1pxq � λ2pxq� 1

2ε
, @x P Rn. (10)

The encoder samples the state at random times tk, k P Z¥0

and sends the sampled states xptkq to a decoder that builds
the remote estimate x̂ of the true state x. Between sample
times, the decoder uses an open-loop state estimator of the
form

9̂x � Ax̂, @t P rtk, tk�1q,
and, whenever a sample xptkq is received, it resets the
estimate x̂ptkq to the value received. We are interested in
an encoder that generates the tk stochastically, based on
the current value of the state estimation error e � x � x̂.
The rationale for this is that the encoder should increase the
sampling rate when the estimation error is large to correct
this error as fast as possible by sending more measurements,
whereas there is little gain in sending measurements when
the error is already very small.

Between “event” times, the resulting estimation error
evolves according to

9e � Ae, (11)



but this dynamics is perturbed by two types of events: jumps
in x due to the noise process (9) that lead to resets of the
form

eptkq � φ1

�
e�ptkq

�
� e�ptkq �

?
εb, (12)

eptkq � φ2

�
e�ptkq

�
� e�ptkq �

?
εb, (13)

both with intensity 1{2ε; and resets of the estimate x̂ due to
the update of the estimate that leads to resets of the form

eptkq � φ3

�
e�ptkq

�
� 0, (14)

with an intensity that depends on the current state estimation
error e. These error dynamics can thus be represented by a
SDSHS with continuous dynamics given by (11) and three
reset maps: two of them are used to model the noise process
and correspond to the resets in (12) and the associated
transition intensities (10), whereas the third models the
sampling of the state and corresponds to the reset in (14) and
an intensity λpeq that can be viewed as a design parameter.

IV. STABILITY THEORY

A. Definitions

The stability of a stochastic process is typically charac-
terized by two types of conditions: sample-path stability
notions address the behavior of individual sample paths of
the stochastic process, whereas mean or aggregate notions
of stability address the average behavior of the system
trajectories.

Sample-path stability notions are typically qualified by
the suffix “in probability.” A SHS (either time-triggered or
state-driven) with state x : r0,Tmaxq Ñ Rn is said to be
(Lyapunov) stable in probability if it is globally defined with
probability one for every ε, ρ ¡ 0, there exists a δ ¡ 0 such
that, for every initial condition xp0q � x0 P Rn,

}x0} ¤ δ ñ P
�
Dt P r0,8q : }xptq} ¡ ρ

	
¤ ε; (15)

and (Lyapunov) asymptotically stable in probability if it is
(Lyapunov) stable in probability and xptq converges to zero
with probability one, i.e.,

P
�

lim
tÑ8

xptq � 0
	
� 1.

Aggregate or mean notions of stability require the selection
of a non-negative function W : Rn Ñ r0,8q and the SHS
is said to be mean-W stable if it is globally defined with
probability one and, for every initial condition xp0q � x0 P
Rn,

E
�
W

�
xptq��   8, @t ¥ 0;

stochastically mean-W stable if it is globally defined with
probability one and, for every initial condition xp0q � x0 P
Rn, » 8

0

E
�
W

�
xptq��dt   8;

asymptotically mean-W stable if it is globally defined with
probability one and, for every initial condition xp0q � x0 P
Rn,

lim
tÑ8

E
�
W

�
xptq�� � 0;

and exponentially mean-W stable if it is globally defined
with probability one and there exist constants c, λ ¡ 0 such
that, for every initial condition xp0q � x0 P Rn,

E
�
W

�
xptq�� ¤ ce�λtW px0q, @t ¥ 0.

When W pxq � }x}2, @x P Rn, we simply say that the
processes are mean-square stable, without reference to W .
When some components of the SHS state take values in
discrete sets, the vector x that appears in the definitions
above is often just the continuous portion of the state, as one
often does care whether or not the discrete component of the
state converges to a specific value. This type of stability is
addressed explicitly in Section IX, in the context of stochastic
hybrid inclusions, where stability of sets is considered.

B. Analysis of Time-Triggered SHSs

Fairly complete stability results are available for TTSHSs
with a linear vector field

9x � Ax, (16)

and a linear reset map

φpxq� Jx, @x P Rn (17)

associated with a reset-time distribution µ. Necessary and
sufficient conditions for the stability of the TTSHS defined
by 16–(17) depend on the type of stochastic stability consid-
ered, as expressed by the result below.

Theorem 1 (Stability of a Linear TTSHS [17], [1]):
Consider a TTSHS defined by the vector field (16), the reset
map (17), and the reset-time distribution µ. Further assume
that

σ
�¸

i

µptbiuq pJeAbiq1 b pJeAbiq
	
  1,

Dλ ¡ λ� :

» 8
0

e2λhµpdhq   8,

where σpMq denotes the spectral radius of the matrix M ,
the summation inside σp�q is taken over any point masses bi
of the reset-time distribution µ, and λ� denotes the real part
of the eigenvalue of A with largest real part for which one
of the corresponding generalized eigenvectors is not in the
kernel of J , i.e.,

λ� � max
 
Rrλs : pA� λIqkx � 0,

Jx � 0, k P Z¥1, x P Rn, λ P C
(
.

(i) This system is stochastically mean-square stable if and
only if there exists a positive definite matrix P � P 1 ¡ 0
such that

LpP q   P, LpP q�
» 8

0

eA
1hJ 1PJeAhµpdhq, (18)



and » 8
0

h2pmRpAq�1qe2λRpAqhrphqdh   8, (19)

where λRpAq denotes the real part of the eigenvalue
of A with largest real part, mR the dimension of the
corresponding Jordan block, and rphq � Pphk ¡ hq �³
ph,8q

µpdhq denotes the survivor function of µ.
(ii) This system is asymptotically mean-square stable if and

only if there exists a positive definite matrix P � P 1 ¡ 0
such that (18) holds and

lim
hÑ8

h2pmRpAq�1qe2λRpAqhrphq � 0. (20)

(iii) This system is exponentially mean-square stable if and
only if there exists a positive definite matrix P � P 1 ¡ 0
such that (18) holds and there exist constants c, α ¡ 0
such that

h2pmRpAq�1qe2λRpAqhrphq ¤ ce�αh, @h ¥ 0. (21)

l

In essence, the existence of the positive definite matrix
P � P 1 ¡ 0 such that (18) holds is necessary for all
three types of stability and guarantees that the value of
the state xk � xptkq at the reset times converges to zero
exponentially fast as k Ñ8. However, this does not suffice
to prove stability. The conditions (19), (20), and (21) are
needed to make sure that the inter-sampling behavior does
not compromise stability.

The condition (18) is a Linear Matrix Inequality that can
be easily verified numerically. The conditions (19), (20), and
(21) are also easy to verify as they simply depend on the
“least stable” eigenvalue of A.

C. Analysis of State-Driven SHSs

The extended generator of the SDSHS defined in Sec-
tion II-C is an operator L that maps a continuously dif-
ferentiable function V : Rn Ñ R into another function
LV : Rn Ñ R according to the rule:

LV pxq� BV pxq
Bx fpxq

�
¸
`PL

λ`pxq
�
V
�
φ`pxq

�� V pxq
	
, @x P Rn. (22)

Under appropriate assumptions on the SDSHS and the func-
tion V , one can use this extended generator to compute
derivatives along solutions to the SDSHS using the following
formula

dE
�
V
�
xptq� | xpτq�
dt

wpo� E
�
LV

�
xptq� | xpτq�,

@t aeP rτ,8q, @τ ¥ 0, (23)

where wpo� refers to the fact that this equality holds with
probability one and

aeP refers to the fact that the derivative
may not exist on a set of times t with zero measure [1]. It
is important to note that, even though the sample paths of
the stochastic process V

�
xptq� are typically discontinuous

because of the resets, the expected value of this stochastic
process is not only continuous but, in fact, differentiable
almost everywhere. We shall refer to (23) as the differential
form of Dynkin’s formula, which is the basis for establishing
the following stability results for SDSHS.

Theorem 2 (Stability of a SDSHS [1]): Consider the SD-
SHS defined in Section II-C and a continuously differen-
tiable, non-negative, and radially unbounded function V :
Rn Ñ R.
(i) If

LV pxq ¤ ρV, @x P Rn (24)

for some constant ρ ¥ 0 then, for every initial condition
xp0q � x0 P Rn, the solution to the SDSHS is globally
defined with probability one, i.e., PpTmax � 8q � 1.

(ii) If (24) holds with ρ � 0, i.e.,

LV pxq ¤ 0, @x P Rn (25)

then, for every m ¡ 0 and every initial condition xp0q �
x0 P Rn,

P
�
Dt P r0,8q : V

�
xptq� ¥ µ

	
wpo¤ V

�
x0q
µ

, @µ P p0,ms. (26)

(iii) If, in addition to (25), V is positive definite, in the sense
that

V pxq ¡ 0, @x � 0, (27)

then the SDSHS is stable in probability.
(iv) If, in addition to (25) and (27), LV is negative definite,

in the sense that there exists a function α of class1 K
such that

LV pxq ¤ �αp}x}q, @x P Rn

then the SDSHS is asymptotically stable in probability.
l

Because of (23), the inequality (25) guarantees that the
expected value of V

�
xptq� does not increase along solutions

to the SDSHS. This would also be true if we required that

BV pxq
Bx fpxq ¤ 0, V

�
φ`pxq

� ¤ V pxq, @` P L, x P Rn,
(28)

where the left-hand side inequality essentially requires
V
�
xptq� not to increase along the (deterministic) flows

of 9x � fpxq and the right-hand side inequality requires
V
�
xptq� not to increase at each reset time. However, (25) is

weaker than (28) because, for (25) to hold, the decrease needs
to occur only in expected value, which permits some sample
paths to exhibit strict increase on the value of V

�
xptq� along

flows of 9x � fpxq and/or strict increase on the value of
V
�
xptkq

�
at reset times.

1A function α : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q is of class K when α is continuous,
strictly increasing, and αp0q � 0.



While Theorem 2 was focused on establishing sample-path
notions of stability, the following results concern aggregate
stability notions.

Theorem 3 (Mean stability of a SDSHS): Consider
the SDSHS defined in Section II-C and a continuously
differentiable, non-negative, and radially unbounded function
V : Rn Ñ R. Further assume that the solution to the SDSHS
is globally defined with probability one2.
(i) If (25) holds, then the SDSHS is mean-V stable and, for

every initial condition xp0q � x0 P Rn,

E
�
V
�
xptq�� ¤ V px0q, @t ¥ 0.

(ii) If

LV pxq ¤ �W pxq, @x P Rn,

for a function W : Rn Ñ R such that W pxq ¥ 0,
@x P Rn, then the SDSHS is stochastic mean-W stable
and, for every initial condition xp0q � x0 P Rn,» 8

0

E
�
W

�
xptq�� ¤ V px0q, @t ¥ 0. (29)

(iii) If

LV pxq ¤ �ρV pxq � c, @x P Rn, (30)

for constants c ¥ 0, ρ ¡ 0, then the SDSHS is mean-V
stable and, for every initial condition xp0q � x0 P Rn,

E
�
V
�
xptq�� ¤ e�ρtV px0q � c

ρ
p1� e�ρtq, @t ¥ 0.

In case c � 0, then the SDSHS is exponentially mean-V
stable.

(iv) If

LV pxq ¤ �W pxq � c, @x P Rn,

for a constant c ¥ 0 and a function W : Rn Ñ R
such that W pxq ¥ 0, @x P Rn, then, for every initial
condition xp0q � x0 P Rn,

lim
TÑ8

1

T

» T
0

E
�
W

�
xptq��dt ¤ c. l

As with (deterministic or stochastic) differential equations,
Lyapunov functions for SDSHSs may be hard to find, but
this is not the case for the linear TTSHS considered in
Theorem 1:

Theorem 4: Consider a TTSHS defined by the vector field
(16), the reset map (17), and a reset-time distribution µ with
a probability density function f . This system is uniformly
exponentially mean-square stable if and only if there exists a
positive definite matrix-valued function P : r0,8q Ñ Rn�n
and constants c1, c2 ¡ 0 such that, for every positive definite
matrices S1, S2 P Rn,

c1I   P pτq   c2I,

9P pτq � �S1 �A1P pτq � P pτqA
� λpτq�J 1P p0qJ � P pτq � S2

�
,

2This could be established, e.g., using (i) in Theorem 2.

@τ P r0, T q, where the intensity λpτq is obtained from the
distribution µ using the procedure described in Section II-
D. In this case, V px, τq � x1P pτqx, @x P Rn, τ ¥ 0 is
a continuously differentiable, positive definite, and radially
unbounded function for which (30) holds with c � 0 for
the SDSHS whose construction is described in Section II-
D. l

V. THE EXAMPLES REVISITED

A. Feedback control using remote sensors

Stability for this example can be determined directly from
the conditions in Theorem 1.

B. Estimation through a packet-switched network

Going back to the example considered in Section III-B, the
error dynamics of the state estimation error e can be modeled
by the a SDSHS whose extended generator is given by

LV peq� BV peq
Be Ae� λpeq

�
V p0q � V peq

	
� 1

2ε

�
V
�
e�?

εb
�� V peq	� 1

2ε

�
V
�
e�?

εb
�� V peq	,

(31)

@e P Rn. To establish global existence of solution, we
consider the following Lyapunov function

Vglobpeq� }e}2 � c, @e P Rn,

for some appropriately chosen constant c ¥ 0. Applying the
extended generator (31) to Vglob, leads to

LVglobpeq � e1
�
A�A1 � λpeq�e� b1b

¤ σmaxrA�A1s}e}2 � b1b

� σmaxrA�A1s�Vglobpeq � c
�� b1b @e P Rn,

where σmaxrA � A1s denotes the largest singular value of
A � A1. Setting c � b1b{σmaxrA � A1s, we conclude
that LVglobpeq ¤ σmaxrA � A1sVglobpeq, @e P Rn and
global existence of solution follows from (i) in Theorem 2,
regardless of how we choose λpeq.

To establish mean stability, we define

Vαpeq� pe1Peqα, @e P Rn,

with α ¥ 1. Applying the extended generator (31) to Vα, we
obtain

LVαpeq � αpe1Peqα�1e1
�
PA�A1P

�
e� λpeqpe1Peqα

� 1

2ε

�
ppe�?

εbq1P pe�?
εbqqα

� ppe�?
εbq1P pe�?

εbqqα � 2pe1Peqα
	
, @e P Rn

which can be written as

LVαpeq � �ρVαpeq � cpeq, @e P Rn



for any constant ρ ¡ 0 and

cpeq� αpe1Peqα�1e1
�
PA�A1P � λpeq � ρ

α
P
	
e

� 1

2ε

�
ppe�?

εbq1P pe�?
εbqqα

� ppe�?
εbq1P pe�?

εbqqα � 2pe1Peqα
	
.

Since P is positive definite, the dominant terms in cpeq as
eÑ8 are the powers in pe1Peqα:

αpe1Peqα�1e1
�
PA�A1P � λpeq � ρ

α

	
e

which is negative as long as

PA�A1P � λpeq � ρ

α
P   0.

When λpeq is radially unbounded, the above inequality holds
for sufficient large e and we conclude that

cmax � sup
ePRn

cpeq   8.

In this case,

LVαpeq ¤ �ρVαpeq � cmax, @e P Rn

and we can use (iii) in Theorem 3 to conclude that the
SDSHS is mean-Vα stable and consequently the 2α-moment
of the error Er}e}2αs is bounded, for every α ¥ 1.

When λpeq is bounded:

Dκ ¡ 0 : }e} ¡ κ ñ λpeq � λ8, @e P Rn,

mean-Vα stability can be established if there is a positive
definite matrix P and a positive constant ρ for which

PA�A1P � κ� ρ

α
P

� P
�
A� κ� ρ

2α
I
	
�
�
A� κ� ρ

2α
I
	1
P   0,

which holds if and only if all the eigenvalues of A have
real part strictly less than κ

2α . When the matrix A has no
eigenvalues with positive real part, this condition always
holds and the 2α-moment of the error Er}e}2αs is bounded,
for every α ¥ 1. However, when A has any eigenvalue with
positive real part, the error Er}e}2αs is bounded only for

α   κ

2λRpAq ,

where λRpAq denotes the real part of the eigenvalue of A
with largest real part.

VI. STOCHASTIC HYBRID INCLUSIONS

A. Introduction

The rest of this tutorial focuses on stochastic hybrid
inclusions, which permit non-unique solutions. In contrast
to the systems considered in the first part of this tutorial,
stochastic hybrid inclusions may include state conditions
that force the system’s state to jump. The goal of this
part of the tutorial is to expose the research community

to this class of systems and their utility, to describe the
results that have been developed so far, and to indicate
the open problems that must be solved to complete the
story on stability theory for these systems. Stochastic hybrid
inclusions have appeared recently in [2], [3], [4], [5], [6];
the formulation takes inspiration from non-stochastic hybrid
inclusions [18], [19], [15], which are discussed briefly below.
Closely related results for stochastic difference inclusions,
where randomness interacts with non-uniqueness for purely
discrete-time systems, have appeared in [20], [21], [22], [23],
[24], [25], [26]. Earlier, independent progress has also been
made on stochastic differential inclusions; see [27] or [28]
for example.

B. Non-stochastic hybrid inclusions

The model for a non-stochastic hybrid inclusion with state
x P Rn is written formally as

x P C, 9x P F pxq (32a)
x P D, x� P Gpxq. (32b)

The set C � Rn, called the flow set, indicates where
continuous evolution is allowed. The set D � Rn, called the
jump set, indicates where instantaneous change is allowed.
The mappings F and G are set-valued mappings, that is, for
each x P Rn, F pxq and Gpxq may be subsets of Rn including
the empty set; F is called the flow map, and G is called
the jump map. Numerous examples of non-stochastic hybrid
inclusions, including specification of the flow and jump sets,
and flow and jump maps, can be found in [18], [19], [15].
See also the examples below in Section VII.

Since the model (32) has no preference for flowing be-
havior over jumping behavior, the time domain of a solution
must combine continuous time and discrete time on equal
footing. A solution candidate of (32) is a hybrid arc, which
is a function φ : dompφq Ñ Rn such that:

1) dompφq is a hybrid time domain3;
2) for each i P Z¥0, if dompφqX pR¥0�tiuq �: Ii�tiu

is nonempty then the mapping φp�, iq : Ii Ñ Rn is
locally absolutely continuous.

A solution of (32) is a hybrid arc φ that satisfies:
 φp0, 0q P C YD;
 If pr, jq, ps, jq P dompφq and r   s then φpt, jq P C

and d
dtφpt, jq P F pφpt, jqq for almost all t P rr, ss;4

 If pt, jq, pt, j�1qPdompφq then φpt, j�1q P Gpφpt, jqq.
A rich stability theory [15, Ch. 7] has been developed for
the systems in (32) under the following mild regularity

3 Let R¥0 denote the nonnegative real numbers and Z¥0 denote the
nonnegative integers. A hybrid time domain is defined in terms of a compact
hybrid time domain, the latter being a subset of R¥0 � Z¥0 of the form°J

j�0rtj , tj�1s � tju for real numbers 0 � t0 ¤ t1 ¤ � � � ¤ tJ�1. A
hybrid time domain is a set E � R¥0�Z¥0 such that, for each pT, Jq P E,
E X pr0, T s � t0, . . . , Juq is a compact hybrid time domain.

4The integral version of this condition is

φpt2, jq � φpt1, jq �

» t2

t1

fptqdt

for all t1   t2 satisfying r ¤ t1   t2 ¤ s and for some measurable
function f : rr, ss Ñ Rn that satisfies fptq P F pφpt, jqq for all t P rr, ss.



conditions, which parallel the conditions in Assumption 1
provided later for stochastic hybrid inclusions and give the
system (32) a strong “well-posedness” property [15, Ch. 6]:

1) C,D � Rn are closed;
2) F : Rn Ñ Rn is outer semicontinuous5 and locally

bounded6 with nonempty convex values on C;
3) G : Rn Ñ Rn is outer semicontinuous and locally

bounded with nonempty values on D.

With this framework as a background, we move to the
stochastic case.

C. Formal model

Now we consider stochastic hybrid systems with state x P
Rn written formally as

x P C, dx P F pxqdt�Bpxqdw (33a)
x P D, x� P Gpx, v�q v � µp�q. (33b)

The set C � Rn, called the flow set, indicates where
continuous evolution is allowed. The set D � Rn, called the
jump set, indicates where instantaneous change is allowed.
The mappings F , B, and G are set-valued mappings; F is
called the drift map, B is called the dispersion map, and
G is called the jump map. The symbol v� holds the place
of a sequence of independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.)
random variables vi : Ω Ñ Rm, i P Z¥1, defined on a
probability space pΩ,F ,Pq, and µ denotes the associated
probability distribution. The symbol w represents a Brownian
motion defined on the same probability space.

Spontaneous transitions, like those considered in the first
part of this tutorial, can be converted to forced transitions
that fit the model (33). This is done by augmenting the state
x with a timer variable τ P R, yielding a combined state
pxJ, τqJ. The variable τ is given continuous-time dynamics
9τ P �Λpxq, where the values of Λ : Rn Ñ R are subsets of
R¥0 and are related to the intensities of Section II-C. The
new flow set is C � R¥0. The jumps of the variable τ are
driven by a sequence of i.i.d. random variables rvi : Ω Ñ
Rm, i P Z¥1, defined on the probability space pΩ,F ,Pq,
often but not necessarily corresponding to an exponential
distribution. The jump dynamics for τ are τ� � τ when
px, τq P D�R¡0, τ� � rv� when px, τq P pCzDq�t0u and
τ� P tτ, rv�u when px, τq P D � t0u. The overall jump set
is pD � R¥0q Y pC � t0uq.

We acknowledge here that, in the presence of non-unique
solutions, this conversion has some (not completely sat-
isfying) consequences when combined with the causality
constraints that are a part of the subsequent definition of
a solution in Section VIII. On the other hand, for systems
with unique solutions, like in the earlier sections, these
consequences are benign.

5 That is, for each sequence pxi, yiq Ñ px, yq satisfying yi P F pxiq for
all i P Z¥0 we have y P F pxq.

6 That is, for each x P Rn there exists an open neighborhood U of x
such that F pUq :� YyPUF pyq is bounded.

VII. EXAMPLES

A. Sampled-data stochastic control systems

Consider a sampled-data stochastic control system with
state xp P Rnp , input up P Rmp and output yp P Rrp of the
form

dxp � fppxp, upqdt� bppxp, upqdw, yp � hppxp, upq

where the signal yp is measured every T ¡ 0 seconds, at
which point the signal up is updated. The update rule is
generated by a control system with state xc P Rnc , input
uc P Rrp , and output yc P Rmp of the form

9xc � fcpxc, ucq, yc � hcpxc, ucq.

The measurement and control updates are affected through
a timer variable τ P R, with continuous evolution allowed
when τ P r0, T s and jumps allowed when τ � T . The jumps
are u�p � yc and u�c � yp. Define n :� np �mp � nc � rp,
z :� pxJp , uJp , xJc , uJc qJ P Rn,

fpzq :�

����
fpxp, upq

0
fcpxc, ucq

0

���� , bpzq :�

����
bppxp, upq

0
0
0

����

gpzq :�

����
xp

hcpxc, ucq
xc

hppxp, upq

���� .
The overall system is then modeled in the form (33) with
state x :� pzJ, τqJ P Rn�1, flow set Rn � r0, T s, jump set
Rn � tT u, drift and dispersion maps

F pxq :�
�
fpzq

1

�
, Bpxq :�

�
bpzq

0

�
, (34)

and jump map

Gpxq :�
�
gpzq

0

�
. (35)

At times it may be reasonable to consider the situation where
the mapping hc, and thus G, is discontinuous. In turn, like
in the non-stochastic case [15, Chapters 6 & 7], assessing
robustness of stability motivates replacing the discontinuous
function G by its outer semicontinuous hull G [16, p. 154-
155], which is the set-valued mapping whose graph matches
the closure of the graph of G, i.e., py, zq P Rn�1 � Rn�1 : y P Gpzq(

� tpy, zq P Rn�1 � Rn�1 : y � Gpzqu.

In this way, non-unique solutions are produced and corre-
spond to the solutions that might arise when arbitrarily small
perturbations are added to z, especially to xc or uc, in the
process of evaluating G.



B. Average dwell-time switching among stochastic differen-
tial equations

As observed in [29] or [30], an automaton can be con-
structed to enforce an “average dwell-time” constraint [31]
on the frequency of mode switching, and to simultaneously
capture all switching signals that satisfy the average dwell-
time constraint. In particular, the class of switching signals
where the number of switches in an interval of length `
is bounded by δ` � N , where δ P R¥0 and N P Z¥1, is
generated by the hybrid automaton

τ P r0, N s 9τ P r0, δs (36a)
τ P r1, N s τ� � τ � 1. (36b)

Now consider a switching stochastic differential equation

dξ � fqpξqdt� bqpξqdw q P Q (37)

where Q � R is a set with a finite number of elements.
Combining (36) and (37) and making the switching variable
q a state yields a system of the form (33) with state x :�
pξJ, q, τqJ, flow set C :� Rn �Q� r0, N s, jump set D :�
Rn �Q� r1, N s, drift and dispersion maps

F pxq :�
�� fqpξq

0
r0, δs

�� , Bpxq :�
�� bqpξq

0
0

�� (38)

and jump map

Gpxq :�
�� ξ

Qq

τ � 1

�� (39)

where Qq � Qz tqu denotes the set of admissible next values
of the mode when the current value is q. Taking Qq � Qz tqu
for all q P Q corresponds to the situation where there is no
restriction on the next mode.

This model allows for all (stochastic) switching signals
whose sample paths satisfy the given average dwell-time
switching constraint and that depend causally on the Brow-
nian motion w. The causality constraint will become clearer
when the solution concept is described in Section VIII.
Non-uniqueness arises since there are many such switching
signals. This behavior is manifest in the substantial overlap
of the sets C and D, together with the set-valued flow map
and jump map.

It is trivial to also consider a model where ξ jumps, per-
haps randomly, when q jumps by replacing the ξ-component
of the mapping G in (39) with a jump map rGqpξ, v�q where
v� is a placeholder for the elements of a random process.

C. A stochastic bouncing ball system

Consider a simplified bouncing ball model where the
coefficient of restitution at impacts is random. Let x1 P R
denote the height of the ball above the ground and let
x2 P R denote the ball’s velocity. We define the flow set
C :� R¥0 �R and the jump set D :� t0u �R¤0. The flow
map can be taken to be F pxq :� px2,�γqJ for x � 0, where
γ ¡ 0 is the force due to gravity, and F p0q :� p0, r�γ, 0sqJ.

The definition of F at the origin induces a solution at the
origin that flows, without moving from the origin, for all
time. We consider a jump map of the form Gpx, vq :� �vx
where v ¡ 0 is the random coefficient of restitution. Due to
the structure of G, there is also a solution from the origin
that “jumps”, without moving from the origin. There are also
solutions from the origin that combine flowing and jumping,
in arbitrary fashion, without moving from the origin.

D. The nefarious nurse

Building on the academic, nefarious nurse example in [2],
consider a system with state x P R3, flow set C :� S1�R¥0,
and jump set

 
x P S1 : x1 � �x2

(�R¥0. The drift map F
and dispersion map B are taken to be

F pxq :�
�� x2

�x1

�εx3 � c

�� , Bpxq :�
�� 0

0
tanhpx3q

�� (40)

where c ¥ 0 and 0   ε ! 1. The jump map G is taken to be

Gpx, vq :�
�� 0

sgnpx2q
σsgnpx2qpvqx3

�� , v � µp�q (41)

where µpt1uq � µpt�1uq � 0.5, and σ�1, σ1 : t�1, 1u Ñ R
are such that σg :� σ1p1q � σ�1p�1q P p0, 1q and
σb :� σ1p�1q � σ�1p1q P p1,8q. Non-unique solutions
are enabled by the fact that D is a subset of C and it
is possible to flow through D without jumping. As will
be discussed subsequently, solutions are required to depend
causally on the random inputs to the system, including the
inputs vi : Ω Ñ t�1, 1u. It follows from the structure of the
functions σi that, for ε ¡ 0 sufficiently small, it is possible
to select jumps non-causally so that an increase in the size
of x3 occurs at every jump and so that at least one jump
occurs each time px1, x2q rotates around the circle. On the
other hand, for certain values of σipjq, causal solutions tend
to drift toward the origin. This behavior will be explained
later when considered Lyapunov-based sufficient conditions
for asymptotic stability and recurrence.

VIII. SOLUTIONS

A. Construction

The solution concept for the stochastic system (33) bor-
rows heavily from the solution concept for non-stochastic
hybrid systems found in [32] or [18], [19], [15]. In the
non-stochastic case, a solution candidate is a hybrid arc. In
the stochastic case, a sample path of a solution candidate
is a relaxed hybrid arc. A relaxed hybrid arc is a function
φ : dompφq Ñ Rn such that:

1) dompφq is a hybrid time domain7;
2) viewed as a set-valued mapping from R2 to Rn, φ

is outer semicontinuous; that is, for each sequence
pti, ji, ziq Ñ pt, j, zq satisfying zi � φpti, jiq for all
i P Z¥0 we have z � φpt, jq.

7See Footnote 3.



Item 2 is equivalent to the condition that the set graphpφq :� pt, j, zq P Rn�2 : z � φpt, jq( is closed; see [16, Thm.
5.7(a)]. It also implies that for each i P Z¥0, if dompφq X
pR¥0 � tiuq �: Ii � tiu is nonempty then the mapping
φp�, iq : Ii Ñ Rn is continuous. In contrast, a hybrid arc
is such that this function is locally absolutely continuous.

A solution candidate for (33) is a mapping x defined
on the probability space pΩ,F ,Pq with the property that,
for almost every ω P Ω, xpωq is a relaxed hybrid arc.8

In characterizing what is meant by a solution, we will use
the mappings T% : Ω Ñ pR¥0 Y t8uq and J% : Ω Ñ
pZ¥0 Y t8uq defined by:

pT%pωq,J%pωqq :� sup tpt, jq P dom pxpωqqu . (42)

For the sake of a comprehensive and natural stability
theory for (33), a solution candidate for (33) should have an
appropriate causal dependence on the stochastic processes
that drive the system. As spelled out in [5], this causal
structure can be expressed in terms of a hybrid filtration
tFt,jupt,jqPR¥0�Z¥0

of the underlying probability space, gen-
erated from the Brownian motion w and the random process
tviu8i�1, that is right-continuous in t. We refer the reader to
[5, §III] for more details. A solution candidate for (33) is an
adapted solution candidate if, for each pt, jq P R¥0 � Z¥0,
the set-valued mapping

ω ÞÑ graphpxpωqq X pr0, ts � t0, . . . , juq
is Ft,j-measurable9 and

tω P Ω : T%pωq ¤ t, J%pωqq ¤ ju P Ft,j . (43)

An adapted solution candidate is a solution if its sample paths
satisfy the constraints associated with (33) almost surely, in
a manner similar to the way solutions of (32) satisfy the
constraints in (32) as described near the end of Section VI-
B, using a stochastic integral formulation of the continuous-
time constraints. For more details, we refer the reader to [5,
§IV].10 We use SrpKq to denote the set of solutions to (33)
with initial conditions belonging to K � Rn.

B. Hybrid stopping times

A pair of F-measurable mappings T : Ω Ñ pR¥0 Y t8uq
and J : Ω Ñ pZ¥0 Y t8uq is called a hybrid stopping time
if, for all pt, jq P R¥0 � Z¥0,

tω P Ω : pTpωq,Jpωqq ¨ pt, jqu P Ft,j

8As such, due to Item 2 above, x can be thought of as a mapping from
Ω to the space of (not identically empty) outer semicontinuous set-valued
mappings from R2 to Rn. According to [16, Theorem 5.50], this space
equipped with the graph distance metric, is a separable, complete, locally
compact metric space.

9Measurability of a set-valued mapping with values that are subsets of a
Euclidean space is discussed in great detail in [16, Ch. 14]. A set-valued
mapping M : Ω Ñ Rn is Ft,j -measurable if, for each open set O,
M�1pOq :� tω P Ω : Mpωq XO � ∅u P Ft,j .

10Effectively, the solution concept in [5] focuses on the notion of strong
solutions to the constrained stochastic differential inclusion (33a) whereas
a weaker solution concept is sometimes used for stochastic differential
inclusions; see [27] or [28].

where pTpωq,Jpωqq ¨ pt, jq means Tpωq ¤ t and Jpωq ¤ j.
Note that the condition (43) implies that the time pT%,J%q
defined in (42) is a hybrid stopping time. It turns out, as
stated in [5, Lemma 2], that if two hybrid stopping times
pT1,J1q and pT2,J2q satisfy

pT1pωq,J1pωqq ¨ pT2pωq,J2pωqq or (44)
pT2pωq,J2pωqq ¨ pT1pωq,J1pωqq

for almost all ω P Ω then pT1 _ T2,J1 _ J2q and pT1 ^
T2,J1 ^ J2q are hybrid stopping times, where a _ b :�
max ta, bu and a^ b :� min ta, bu. The condition (44) will
hold when the two stopping times pT1,J1q and pT2,J2q are
generated from the same hybrid time domain almost surely,
which is the case if they are generated from a particular
solution x. As indicated in [5, Lemma 5], examples of such
hybrid stopping times generated from x include the first exit
time from a closed set C and the smallest time greater than
τ ¥ 0, i.e.,

pTCpωq,JCpωqq :� inf tpt, jq P dompxpωqq : xωpt, jq R Cu
(45a)

pTτ pωq,Jτ pωqq :� inf tpt, jq P dompxpωqq : t� j ¡ τu
(45b)

with the understanding that the infimum over the empty set
is infinity.

Given a solution x and a hybrid stopping time pT,Jq we
call the latter a hybrid stopping time of x, and write pT,Jq P
hstpxq, if pTpωq,Jpωqq P dompxpωqq for almost all ω P Ω.
We note that, for each x P SrpRnq, τ ¥ 0, and compact
C � Rn, the hybrid stopping time

pT% ^Tτ ^TC ,J% ^ Jτ ^ JCq
is a hybrid stopping time of x; moreover, in the absence of
finite escape times almost surely, the hybrid stopping time

pT% ^Tτ ,J% ^ Jτ q
is a hybrid stopping time of x.

For later use, we make the following definitions.
 Given a solution x, for each i P Z¥0 we define the

mappings Ti : Ω Ñ r0,8s by

Tipωq :� inf ts P R¥0 : ps, iq P dompxpωqqu (46)

where the infimum over the empty set is taken to be 8.
It turns out [5, Lemma 3] that, for each i P Z¥0, pTi, iq
and pTi�1, iq are hybrid stopping times.

 Given a solution x and a hybrid stopping time pT,Jq
of x, for each ω P Ω and s P r0,Tpωqs we define
Jspωq :� sup tj P Z¥0 : ps, jq P dompxpωqqu.

IX. STABILITY THEORY

A. Preamble

We consider several different stability notions. Many of
these properties are similar in spirit to the definitions that
were given in Section IV-A, and are also summarized in the
survey on stability theory for stochastic hybrid systems in
[7]. First, as emphasized in [19, p. 58], we reiterate that a



widely applicable stability theory for hybrid systems must
transcend the study of stability of equilibria. This assertion
becomes evident when considering many of the examples in
Section VII. Indeed, it is clear that timer variables associated
with switching do not converge to a point, and switching
signals do not typically converge to a point. Instead, these
variables evolve in a closed set, typically one that is compact.
Similarly, the rotational clock variables in the nefarious
nurse example do not converge, but evolve in a compact
set, namely the unit circle. Consequently, when studying
asymptotic stability, we consider this property for closed
or compact sets. For technical reasons, in the presence
of stochastic differential inclusions, it is easier to given
sufficient conditions for asymptotic stability (in probability)
of compact sets rather than more general closed sets.

In addition to asymptotic stability, we also discuss a prop-
erty called recurrence, which is usually applied to an open
set. Recurrence of an open set O captures the property that
solutions reach O (almost surely) from any initial condition.
Then, by semi-group properties, it is reached recurrently.
There are several reasons to consider recurrence. First, it
may give additional sharper information about the behavior
of solutions if, for example, within a small neighborhood of
a compact asymptotically stable set there is another smaller
open set that is recurrent. Also, for stochastic systems, it is
possible for an open bounded set to be recurrent without
there existing a compact, asymptotically stable set. (The
simplest example of such a system is the one-dimensional
discrete-time system x� � v�, v � µp�q, where µp�q
corresponds to a Gaussian distribution.) Recurrence of open,
bounded sets for non-stochastic hybrid systems has been
studied recently in [33], where an equivalent Lyapunov
characterization is given.

Finally, we also consider various definitions of stability
expressed in terms of the expected value of a function of the
distance of the state to a closed or compact set.

Like in Section IV-A, we focus on global stability proper-
ties. Local stability properties can also be considered, using
ideas like in [34, §8.4.1].

B. Stability definitions

1) Notation: Here and in what follows, α P G8 if α :
R¥0 Ñ R¥0 is continuous, nondecreasing and unbounded,
while α P K8 if α belongs to G8, is zero at zero, and is
strictly increasing. For a closed set A � Rn and x P Rn,
we use the definition |x|A :� infyPA |x � y|. The symbol
B denotes the closed unit ball and B� denotes the open unit
ball. For ε ¡ 0, A� εB � tx P Rn : |x|A ¤ εu. Recall that,
given a relaxed hybrid arc φ : dompφq Ñ Rn, graphpφq :� pt, j, zq P Rn�2 : pt, jq P dompφq, z � φpt, jq(. We also
use of the definitions

Γ¥τ :�  ps, tq P R2 : s� t ¥ τ
(
,

Γ¤τ :�  ps, tq P R2 : s� t ¤ τ
(
,

Γ τ :�  ps, tq P R2 : s� t   τ
(
,

and

graph¥τ pφq :� graphpφq X pΓ¥τ � Rnq,
graph¤τ pφq :� graphpφq X pΓ¤τ � Rnq,
graph τ pφq :� graphpφq X pΓ τ � Rnq.

2) Asymptotic stability in probability: We consider uni-
form global asymptotic stability in probability for a closed
set A � Rn. These definitions, inspired by similar definitions
for classical stochastic systems, have appeared previously in
[2] and [5]. In contrast to the definitions given earlier, we do
not assume as a part of the stability definition that that the
sample paths of a maximal solution have unbounded time
domains, let alone that the time domains are unbounded in
the direction of ordinary time. Uniform global asymptotic
stability in probability is expressed in terms of three sub-
properties: Lyapunov stability in probability, Lagrange sta-
bility in probability, and uniform global attractivity. Each of
these properties is expressed in terms of the probability that
the graphs of solutions have appropriate properties.

The closed set A � Rn is said to be uniformly Lyapunov
stable in probability for (33) if there exists µ ¡ 0 such that,
for each solution of

x P C X pA� µBq dx P F pxqdt�Bpxqdw,

there are no finite escape times almost surely and for each
ε ¡ 0 and ρ ¡ 0 there exists δ ¡ 0 such that

x P SrpA� δBq ùñ (47)

P
�
graphpxq � R2 � pA� εBq� ¥ 1� ρ.

The graph of a sample path xpωq �: xω being a subset
of R2 � pA� εBq means that |xωpt, jq|A ¤ ε for all
pt, jq P dompxωq. Therefore, in words, the condition (47)
says that no matter how close we want the solutions to remain
to A (within a distance ε ¡ 0) with probability no matter
how close to one (1 � ρ, ρ ¡ 0), this property is achieved
by starting the solutions sufficiently close to A (within a
distance δ ¡ 0). This property thus parallels the definition
of Lyapunov stability in probability given in Section IV-A
and characterized by (15).

The closed set A � Rn is said to be uniformly Lagrange
stable in probability for (33) if, for each solution of (33a)
there are no finite escape times almost surely and for each
δ ¡ 0 and ρ ¡ 0 there exists ε ¡ 0 such that (47) holds.
In words, this conditions says that no matter how far the
solutions start from A (within a distance δ ¡ 0) we can find
a bound on the worst-case distance from A (within a distance
ε ¡ 0) with probability arbitrarily close to one (1�ρ, ρ ¡ 0).

The closed set A � Rn is said to be uniformly globally
stable in probability for (33) if it is both uniformly Lya-
punov stable in probability and uniformly Lagrange stable
in probability.

The closed set A � Rn is said to be uniformly globally
attractive in probability (UGAp) for (33) if for each solution
of (33a) there are no finite escape times almost surely and



for each ∆ ¡ 0, ε ¡ 0, and ρ ¡ 0 there exists τ ¡ 0 such
that

x P SrpA�∆Bq ùñ (48)

P
�
graph¥τ pxq � R2 � pA� εB�q� ¥ 1� ρ.

The graph of a sample path xpωq �: xω , restricted to
hybrid times greater than or equal to τ , being a subset
of R2 � pA� εB�q means that |xωpt, jq|A   ε for all
pt, jq P dompxωq satisfying t � j ¥ τ . Therefore, in words,
this condition (48) says that no matter how far from A the
solutions start (within a distance ∆ ¡ 0) and no matter
how close to A we would like the solutions to ultimately be
(within a distance ε ¡ 0) with probability arbitrarily close
to one (1� ρ, ρ ¡ 0), there is some amount of hybrid time
(τ ¡ 0) we can wait to have this level of confidence that the
solution has either stopped before this time or else is now
constrained to the small neighborhood of A. The waiting
time can be taken to be uniform over all solutions starting
within a distance ∆ of the set A.

The closed set A � Rn is said to be uniformly globally
asymptotically stable in probability (UGASp) for (33) if it
is uniformly globally stable in probability and uniformly
globally attractive in probability. Based on the discussion
in the previous paragraph, this property is similar to, but
in some ways stronger than, the definition of asymptotic
stability in probability given in Section IV-A.

When we study recurrence, we will find that the following
additional Lagrange stability definition is useful. The closure
of an open set O � Rn is said to be uniformly Lagrange
stable in probability conditioned on stopping at O if O is
uniformly Lagrange stable in probability for the system with
data pC X Oc, pF,Bq, D X Oc, G, µq where Oc :� RnzO.
Intersecting the flow and jump sets with Oc forces the
solutions to stop after they jump to O or when they reach the
boundary of O and attempt to flow into O. This “stopping”
procedure partially motivates not insisting that each sample
path has an unbounded hybrid time domain; see also [15,
Ex. 3.8].

3) Recurrence: We now define uniform global recurrence
in probability for an open set. Like in the case of asymptotic
stability in probability, the recurrence property is expressed
in terms of the graphs of solutions and does not insist that
the sample paths have unbounded time domains. Recurrence
plays a prominent role in stability theory for stochastic
systems. It is the dominant stability property considered in
[35] and it is studied extensively in [13, Ch. 3].

The open set O � Rn is said to be uniformly globally
recurrent in probability (UGRp) if for each solution of (33a)
there are no finite escape times almost surely and for each
∆ ¡ 0 and ρ ¡ 0 there exists τ ¡ 0 such that

x P SrpO �∆Bq ùñ P pΩa,τ Y Ωb,τ q ¥ 1� ρ

where

Ωa,τ :� tω P Ω : graph τ pxpωqq � graphpxpωqqu
Ωb,τ :�  

ω P Ω : graph¤τ pxpωqq X pR2 �Oq � ∅
(
.

In words, this definition says that no matter how far the
solutions start from the closure of O (within a distance ∆ ¡
0) and no matter how close to one (1 � ρ, ρ ¡ 0) we want
the probability that the solution has reached O, there is some
amount of hybrid time τ ¡ 0 we can wait to have this level
of confidence that the solution has either stopped before this
time or else has reached O. The waiting time can be taken
to be uniform over all solutions starting within a distance ∆
of the closure of the set O.

It should be clear from the definitions that if a closed
set A � Rn is uniformly globally attractive in probability
then, for each ε ¡ 0, the open set A � εB� is uniformly
globally recurrent in probability. Conversely, if the closed
set A � Rn is uniformly globally stable in probability
and for each pair of strictly positive real numbers pδ,∆q
the open set tx P Rn : |x|A P r0, δq Y p∆,8qu is uniformly
globally recurrent in probability then A is uniformly globally
attractive in probability. See [2, Prop. 2.2] and [5, Thm. 1];
cf. [36, p. 167, Thm. 4] and [13, p. 189, Lemma 7.6; p. 261,
Thm. 9.6].

Sometimes it is also useful to know (see [2, Prop. 2.4] and
[5, Thm. 2]) that an open set O � Rn is uniformly globally
recurrent in probability if its closure is uniformly Lagrange
stable in probability conditioned on stopping at O and, for
each ∆ ¡ 0, the set OYpRnzO�∆Bq is uniformly globally
recurrent in probability. Indeed, it may be easier to establish
recurrence of the larger open set O Y pRnzO � ∆Bq. For
example, see Section X-E below.

4) Asymptotic stability in expected value: Finally, we turn
our attention to asymptotic stability in expected value for
a closed set A � Rn. There are a variety of possible
definitions of asymptotic stability in expected value. For
simplicity, we focus only on the properties discussed below,
which resemble some of the definitions in Section IV-A with
W pxq � α1 p|x|Aq for some α1 P K8.

The closed set A � Rn is said to be uniformly Lyapunov
stable in expected value for (33) if there exists µ ¡ 0 such
that, for each solution of

x P C X pA� µBq dx P F pxqdt�Bpxqdw,
there are no finite escape times almost surely and there exists
α P K8 such that, for each ε ¡ 0 there exists δ ¡ 0 such
that

x P SrpA� δBq
pT,Jq P hstpxq

*
ùñ E rα p|xpT,Jq|Aqs ¤ ε. (49)

In words, the definition says that no matter how small (ε ¡ 0)
we desire the expected value of an appropriate K8-function
of the solution’s distance of the state to A to be, this bound
can be guaranteed by starting the solution sufficiently close
(within the distance δ ¡ 0) to the set A. We do not fix
the evaluation time to be constant since sample paths do
not typically have the same hybrid time domain; hence, it
is unlikely that a constant time will belong to almost every
time domain of the solution.

The closed set A � Rn is said to be uniformly Lagrange
stable in expected value for (33) if, for each solution of (33a)



there are no finite escape times almost surely and there exists
α P K8 such that for each δ ¡ 0 there exists ε ¡ 0 such
that (49) holds. In words, this conditions says that no matter
how far the solutions start from A (within a distance δ ¡ 0)
we can find a bound on the expected value of a K8-function
of the solution’s distance from A (within a distance ε ¡ 0).

The closed set A � Rn is said to be uniformly globally
stable in expected value for (33) if it is both uniformly
Lyapunov stable in expected value and uniformly Lagrange
stable expected value for (33).

As mentioned above, there are many different possible
definitions of asymptotic stability that are expressed in terms
of expected values. Since not all sample paths have the same
hybrid time domain, so that hybrid times are also random
variables, it is reasonable to include in the value for which the
expected value is formed a growing function of the elapsed
time. One way to do so is as follows.

The closed set A � Rn is said to be uniformly globally
quasi-exponentially stable in expected value for (33) if for
each solution of (33a) there are no finite escape times almost
surely and there exist α1, α2 P K8, and λ ¡ 0, such that,
for each x P Rn, x P Srpxq, and pT,Jq P hstpxq, we have

E rexppλpT� Jqqα1 p|xpT,Jq|Aqs ¤ α2 p|x|Aq .
This definition does not correspond to true exponential stabil-
ity; indeed, in the non-stochastic case it is know that simple
asymptotic stability is equivalent to the existence of α1, α2 P
K8 and λ ¡ 0 such that exppλpt � jqqα1 p|xpt, jq|Aq ¤
α2 p|xp0, 0q|Aq for all solutions x and all pt, jq P dompxq.
See [37, Prop. 7] for example. However, it is reasonable to
drop the modifier “quasi-” when α1psq, α2psq9sp for some
p ¥ 1.

We also note that if

E rexppλpT� Jqq|xpT,Jq|qpA s ¤ k|x|qpA .
with p ¥ 1 and q ¡ 1 then, by convexity of the function
s ÞÑ sq and Jensen’s inequality, it follows that

E rexpppλ{qqpT� Jqq|xpT,Jq|pAs ¤ k1{q|x|pA.
In some situations, the set A is not stable in expected value

but the expected value of an exponentially weighted function
of the distance to A minus a positive offset is bounded. This
situation is captured in the following definition. The closed
set A � Rn is said to be uniformly globally practically
quasi-exponentially stable in expected value for (33) if for
each solution of (33a) there are no finite escape times almost
surely and there exist α1, α2 P K8, λ ¡ 0, and c ¥ 0
such that, for each τ ¥ 0, x P Rn, x P Srpxq, and with
pT,Jq :� pT% ^Tτ ,J% ^ Jτ q where pT%,J%q is defined
in (42) and pTτ ,Jτ q is defined in (45b), we have

E
�

exppλpT� Jqq pα1 p|xpT,Jq|Aq � cq
�

(50)

¤ α2 p|x|Aq � c.

The bound (50) has implications for the probability that the
distance of the solution to the set A is large after a prescribed

amount of time. Recalling the definition of pTτ ,Jτ q in (45b),
the bound (50) implies that

P
�
pTτ ,Jτ q P dompxq, |xpTτ ,Jτ q|A ¥M

�
¤ expp�λτqα2 p|x|Aq

α1pMq � c

�
exppλq � expp�λτq

α1pMq


.

In particular, this probability tend to zero as M tends to
infinity or, in the case where c � 0, when τ tends to infinity.

X. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR STABILITY

A. Introduction

For technical reasons, in this section we focus on
Lyapunov-based stability conditions for bounded sets. Condi-
tions for unbounded sets are considered in [2] for the special
case Bpxq � 0. Also, for simplicity and borrowing from [2]
and [5] with inspiration from [15], we impose the following
basic conditions on the data of (33):

Assumption 1: (Stochastic hybrid basic conditions)

1) C,D � Rn are closed;
2) F : Rn Ñ Rn is outer semicontinuous11 and locally

bounded12 with nonempty convex values on C;
3) a) G : Rn � Rm Ñ Rn is locally bounded,

b) v ÞÑ graphpGp�, vqq :�  px, yqPR2n :yPGpx, vq(
is measurable13 (with respect to the Borel σ-
algebra on Rm) with closed values.

4) B : Rn Ñ Rn�r is outer semicontinuous, lo-
cally bounded and, for each x P C, Bpxq is
nonempty, convex and diagonally convex, i.e., the set 
σ P Rn�n : σ � bbJ, b P Bpxq( is convex. �

In all that follows V :� YωPΩ,iPZ¥1
vipωq.

A function V : dompV q Ñ R is a certification candidate
for H � pC, pF,Bq, D,G, µq, and we write V P DpHq, if

C1. C YD YGpD � Vq � dompV q,
C2. 0 ¤ V pxq for all x P C YD YGpD � Vq,
C3. the quantity

³
Rm supgPGpx,vq V pgqµpdvq is well de-

fined (and finite) for each x P D, using the convention
that supgPGpx,vq V pgq � 0 when Gpx, vq � ∅, justified
by the preceding item C2, and

C4. V is twice continuously differentiable on an open set
containing C.

Under the third item of Assumption 1, if V : dompV q Ñ
R is upper semicontinuous then C1-C2 imply C3. See [2,
Lemma 4.1].

Lyapunov-based sufficient conditions for asymptotic sta-
bility and recurrence are expressed in terms of the following
operators on certification candidates. Given a closed set
S � Rn, let V : domV Ñ R be a certification candidate for
HXS :� pCXS, pF,Bq, DXS,GXS, µq. For all x P CXS

11See Footnote 5.
12See Footnote 6.
13See Footnote 9.



define

LSV pxq :� (51)

sup
fPF pxq, bPBpxq

�
x∇V pxq, fy� 1

2
trace

�
bbJ∇2V pxq�


and for all x P D X S define

∆SV pxq :�
»
Rm

sup
gPGpx,vqXS

V pgqµpdvq � V pxq. (52)

These quantities are well-defined and finite for each x P
C X S, respectively x P D X S, under the stochastic hybrid
basic conditions of Assumption 1.

According to [5, Lemmas 8 & 9], an analogue of Dynkin’s
formula applies to the solutions of (33). As a consequence,
under Assumption 1, if S � Rn is closed, V P DpHXSq,
x P SrpRnq, pT,Jq P hstpxq, E rTs   8, J is uniformly
bounded almost surely, and either V has compact support or
pT,Jq is bounded by the first exit time from a compact set
then

E rV pxpT,Jqqs � V pxq (53)

¤ E

�
J�1̧

i�0

∆SV pxpTi�1, iqq�
» T

0

LSV pxps,Jsqqds
�

where Js and Ti�1 were defined at the end of Section VIII-
B.

The inequality (53) plays a fundamental role in estab-
lishing almost all of the upcoming sufficient conditions for
asymptotic stability, recurrence, and stability in expected
value. In Section XII, the results that appear subsequently
will be demonstrated in the context of the examples intro-
duced in Section VII.

B. Stability and uniform asymptotic stability

The following theorem, providing sufficient conditions of
uniform global stability in probability, is taken from [5,
Theorem 3]; see also [2, Theorem 4.2] for the case where
Bpxq � 0.

Theorem 5: For the stochastic hybrid system H in (33)
under Assumption 1, the compact set A � Rn is uniformly
globally stable in probability if there exist α1, α2 P K8 and
V P DpHq such that

α1p|x|Aq ¤ V pxq @x P C YD YGpD � Vq (54a)
V pxq ¤ α2p|x|Aq @x P C YD (54b)

LRnV pxq ¤ 0 @x P C (54c)
∆RnV pxq ¤ 0 @x P D (54d)

where LRnV pxq and ∆RnV pxq are defined in (51) and (52),
respectively. �

A similar result, which is relevant for recurrence studies,
is the following theorem, taken from [5, Thm. 4].

Theorem 6: For the stochastic hybrid system H in (33)
under Assumption 1, the closure of the open, bounded set
O � Rn is uniformly Lagrange stability in probability

conditioned on stopping at O if there exist α1, α2 P G8
and V P DpHXOcq (where Oc :� RnzO) such that

α1p|x|Oq¤V pxq @x P pC YD YGpD � Vqq XOc

(55a)
V pxq ¤ α2p|x|Oq @x P pC YDq XOc (55b)

LOcV pxq ¤ 0 @x P C XOc (55c)
∆OcV pxq ¤ 0 @x P D XOc. (55d)

where LOcV pxq and ∆OcV pxq are defined in (51) and (52),
respectively. �

In the next statement, given a compact set A � Rn, ρ P
PDpAq if ρ : Rn Ñ R¥0 is continuous and ρpxq � 0 if and
only if x P A. The main result for uniform global asymptotic
stability is the following theorem, taken from [5, Corollary
1].

Theorem 7: For the stochastic hybrid system H in (33)
under Assumption 1, the compact set A � Rn is uniformly
globally asymptotically stable in probability if there exist
V P DpHq and ρ P PDpAq such that (54a)-(54b) hold and

LRnV pxq ¤ �ρpxq @x P C
∆RnV pxq ¤ �ρpxq @x P D. �

The conditions of the previous theorem can be relaxed
somewhat in the case where V is continuous on its domain.
The following result is established following the technique
used to establish [2, Thm. 5.1].

Theorem 8: For the stochastic hybrid system H in (33)
under Assumption 1, the compact set A � Rn is uniformly
globally asymptotically stable in probability if there exist
V P DpHq such that the conditions of Theorem 5 hold and, in
addition, V is continuous on its domain and for each compact
set K � Rn satisfying K XA � ∅,

LKV pxq   0 @x P CzA (56a)
∆KV pxq   0 @x P DzA (56b)

where LKV pxq and ∆KV pxq are defined in (51) and (52),
respectively. �

We note that a sufficient condition for the inequalities (56)
to hold for each compact set K � Rn is that they hold
with K replaced by Rn. However, this latter condition is
not necessary. For example, consider a purely discrete-time
system with gpx, vq � p0.5 � vqx where µ is a distribution
with mean 0 and variance 0.75, as in [34, §8.5.3]. Suppose
further that µpF q   1 for each compact set F � R. Define
the certification candidate V : R Ñ R via V pxq :� x2 for
all x P R and A :� t0u. We get»

R
V pgpx, vqqµpdvq �

»
R
pp0.5� vqxq2

� x2

�
0.25�

»
R
v2µpdvq



� x2 � V pxq.

Thus, (56b) does not hold with K replaced by R.



On the other hand, for each compact set K � R that is
disjoint from the origin and each x P Rz t0u, there exists a
compact set F � R and β ¥ 1 such that, with the definition
I :� r�β, βs,»

R
max

ĝPtgpx,vquXK
V pĝqµpdvq �

»
F

V pgpx, vqqµpdvq

¤
»
I
V pgpx, vqqµpdvq

 
»
I
V pgpx, vqqµpdvq � pp0.5� βqxq2p1� µpIqq

¤
»
I
V pgpx, vqqµpdvq �

»
Ic

V pg, vqqµpdvq

�
»
R
V pgpx, vqqµpdvq � V pxq.

The strict inequality above, which establishes (56b), follows
from the assumptions that µpIq P r0, 1q and β ¥ 1, and the
condition x � 0.

C. Recurrence

We now turn our attention to sufficient conditions for
uniform global recurrence in probability. The next result is
[5, Thm. 5].

Theorem 9: For the stochastic hybrid system H under
Assumption 1, the open set O � Rn such that Oc is compact
is uniformly globally recurrent in probability if there exist
α P G8, ε ¡ 0, and V P DpHXOcq such that

V pxq ¤ αp|x|Oq @x P pC YDq XOc, (57a)
LOcV pxq ¤ �ε @x P C XOc, (57b)
∆OcV pxq ¤ �ε @x P D XOc, (57c)

where LOcV pxq and ∆OcV pxq are defined in (51) and (52),
respectively. �

In the next statement, which is [5, Corollary 2], given
an open set O � Rn, ρ P PDpOq if ρ : Rn Ñ R¥0 is
continuous and satisfies ρpxq ¡ 0 for all x P RnzO.

Corollary 1: For the stochastic hybrid system H under
Assumption 1, the open set O � Rn is uniformly globally
recurrent in probability if there exist V P DpHXOcq and
ρ P PDpOq such that (55a)-(55b) hold and

LOcV pxq ¤ �ρpxq @x P C XOc,

∆OcV pxq ¤ �ρpxq @x P D XOc,

where LOcV pxq and ∆OcV pxq are defined in (51) and (52),
respectively. �

D. Asymptotic stability in expected value

In this section, we provide Lyapunov-function-based suf-
ficient conditions for uniform global stability and quasi-
exponential stability in expected value. These results have not
appeared before in the stochastic hybrid inclusions literature
but can be derived easily from the hybrid Dynkin’s formula
given in (53).

Theorem 10: The compact set A � Rn is uniformly glob-
ally stable in expected value if the conditions of Theorem 5
hold. �

Theorem 11: The compact set A � Rn is uniformly
globally quasi-exponentially stable in expected value if the
conditions of Theorem 7 hold with ρ P PDpAq being such
that there exists λ ¡ 0 satisfying λV pxq ¤ ρpxq for all
x P Rn. �

An analogous result holds for uniform global practical
quasi-exponential stability.

Theorem 12: For the stochastic hybrid system H in (33)
under Assumption 1, the compact set A � Rn is uniformly
globally practically quasi-exponentially stable in probability
if there exist V P DpHq, λ ¡ 0 and c ¥ 0 such that (54a)-
(54b) hold and

LRnV pxq ¤ �λV pxq � c @x P C
∆RnV pxq ¤ �λV pxq � c @x P D. �

E. Matrosov-Foster functions

Sometimes it is difficult to find a single certification candi-
date satisfying the conditions for recurrence, or asymptotic
stability, given in the previous sections. In this case, it is
useful to know that it is sufficient to search for a family
of functions, none of which satisfies the conditions of the
previous sections but which, taken together, still permits a
strong conclusion about recurrence or asymptotic stability.

We start by considering the situation where O � Rn
is open and its complement is compact. Let m P Z¥1.
Following [38] and [2, §5.2], we say that the m�1 functions
Vi, i P t0, . . . ,mu are Matrosov-Foster functions for O if
there exist continuous functions uc,i : C X Oc Ñ R and
ud,i : D XOc Ñ R, i P t0, . . . ,mu, such that

1) for all i P t0, . . . ,mu, Vi is a certification candidate for
pC XOc, pF,Bq, DXOc, GXOc, µq that is bounded
on pC YDq XOc, and

LOcVipxq ¤ uc,ipxq @x P C XOc, (58a)
∆OcVipxq ¤ ud,ipxq @x P D XOc; (58b)

2) a) uc,0pxq ¤ 0 for all x P C XOc,
b) ud,0pxq ¤ 0 for all x P D XOc,
c) with the functions uc,m�1, ud,m�1 : Rn Ñ t1u,

for each j P t0, 1, . . . ,mu we have
i) if x P C X Oc and uc,ipxq � 0 for all i P
t0, 1, . . . , ju then uc,j�1pxq ¤ 0,

ii) if x P D X Oc and ud,ipxq � 0 for all i P
t0, 1, . . . , ju then ud,j�1pxq ¤ 0.

As has been pointed out in the literature before (see [2, p.
10] for example), condition 2 amounts to a nested negative
semi-definite condition on the functions uc,i and ud,i. The
first two items of condition 2 require that the functions uc,0
and ud,0 are never positive; the last item enforces that uc,j�1

(respectively ud,j�1) can be positive only where at least one
of the functions uc,i, i P t0, . . . , ju, is negative. Considering
j � m and the definition of uc,m�1 (respectively, ud,m�1),
there are no points in C XOc (respectively, DXOc) where



all of the functions uc,i (respectively, ud,i), i P t0, . . . ,mu,
are zero.

Matrosov-Foster functions can be used to establish uni-
form global recurrence of an open set or uniform global
asymptotic stability in probability of a compact set, as
indicated in the next two results which are based on [2,
Corollaries 5.3 & 5.4].

Theorem 13: Let O � Rn be open and bounded. For
the system (33), suppose Assumption 1 holds and that O
is uniformly Lagrange stable in probability conditioned on
stopping at O. If for each ∆ ¡ 0 there exist Matrosov-
Foster functions for O Y �

Rnz �O �∆B
��

for (33) then O
is uniformly globally recurrent for (33). �

Theorem 14: Let A � Rn be compact. Suppose As-
sumption 1 holds and that A is uniformly globally stable
in probability for (33). If for each pair of positive real
numbers pδ,∆q, there exist Matrosov-Foster functions for
pA� δB�q Y pRnzpA�∆Bqq for (33) then A is uniformly
globally asymptotically stable in probability for (33). �

These results will be demonstrated by one of the examples
reconsidered in Section XII.

XI. RESULTS BASED ON SEQUENTIAL COMPACTNESS FOR
SYSTEMS WITH NON-STOCHASTIC FLOWS

A. Introduction

Regarding stability theory for non-stochastic hybrid sys-
tems, there are several powerful aspects that follow from the
fact that the set of solutions has a sequential compactness
property under the regularity conditions listed at the end
Section VI-B. Such systems are examples of what are
sometimes called “well-posed” hybrid systems [15, Ch. 6].
One consequence is that asymptotic stability of a compact set
for a well-posed hybrid system is robust to sufficiently small
inner and outer state perturbations [18, Thm. 6.6], [15, §7.3].
This fact is related to the observation, again a consequence of
sequential compactness, that the reachable set in finite time
under small perturbations is contained in a small perturbation
of the reachable set without perturbations [18, Corollary 5.5],
[15, Prop. 6.34]. An ensuing corollary is that well-posed
hybrid systems with an asymptotically stable compact set or
globally recurrent open bounded set admit smooth Lyapunov
functions [30], [33]. Another consequence is that asymptotic
stability is equivalent to uniform asymptotic stability for a
compact attractor [18, Prop. 6.2, Thm. 6.5], [15, Thm. 7.12],
and that global recurrence is equivalent to uniform global
recurrence for an open bounded set [33]. In addition, uniform
attractivity of a forward invariant compact set implies that
the set is stable and thus uniformly asymptotically stable [18,
Prop. 6.1], [15, Prop. 7.5]. Finally, we mention that sequen-
tial compactness enables the classical invariance principle
of Krasovskii and LaSalle to be established for well-posed
non-stochastic hybrid systems [39], [15, Ch. 8], which is
often used to relax Lyapunov-based sufficient conditions for
asymptotic stability or recurrence.

For stochastic hybrid systems of the form (33), a type
of sequential compactness result has been established in [3,
Thm. 1] under Assumption 1 for the special case where

Bpxq � 0. Such a result for the case where Brownian motion
is present remains an open problem. The sequential compact-
ness result in [3] enables several observations that parallel the
results discussed above for non-stochastic hybrid systems.
For example, statements can be made about reachability and
robust reachability [3, Thms. 3 & 4], uniform attractivity
implying stability [3, Thm. 5], almost sure recurrence im-
plying uniform recurrence in probability [3, Thm. 6] and
thus almost sure attractivity implying uniform attractivity in
probability [3, Corollary 2], that recurrence is robust to suffi-
ciently small state perturbations [40], and that an invariance
principle applies and can be used to relax Lyapunov-based
sufficient conditions for asymptotic stability [4], [6]. Such
results are summarized in the following subsections. Results
pertaining to robustness of asymptotic stability in probability,
as well as converse Lyapunov theorems, are currently under
development.

B. Reachability and perturbed reachability
Here we recall a result on the nature of finite-time reach-

able sets from compact sets for the case where Bpxq � 0.
The result, [3, Thm. 4], is like the result for non-stochastic
hybrid systems in [18, Theorem 4.6] which establishes that,
in the absence of finite escape times, the finite-time reachable
set from any compact set is compact.

Theorem 15: Consider the system (33) with Bpxq � 0
under Assumption 1. If there are no finite escape times for
(33a) then, for each compact K1 � Rn, % ¡ 0, and τ ¡ 0
there exists a compact set K2 such that, for each x P SrpK1q,

P
�
graph¤τ pxq � R2 �K2

� ¥ 1� %. �

Next we recall a result on a type of robustness of the finite-
time reachable set under perturbations of initial conditions.
The result appears as [3, Thm. 3].

Theorem 16: Consider the system (33) with Bpxq � 0
under Assumption 1. Let K0 � K � Rn be compact, τ ¡ 0
and % ¥ 0. If, for each x P SrpK0q,

P
�
graph¤τ pxq � R2 �K

� ¥ 1� %

then, for each ε ¡ 0, there exists δ ¡ 0 such that, for each
x P SrpK0 � δB�q,

P
�
graph¤τ pxq � pR2 � pK � εB�qq� ¥ 1� %� ε. �

C. Almost sure forward invariance plus UGAp implies
UGASp

A compact set K � Rn is said to be almost surely strongly
forward invariant if, for each x P SrpKq, graphpxpωqq �
R2�K for almost all ω P Ω, i.e., P

�
graphpxq � R2 �K

� �
1.

The next result is a stochastic version of [18, Propositions
6.1 & 6.3], specialized to the case where the basin of
attraction is the entire state space. It uses Theorem 16, which
relied on the sequential compactness result described in the
introduction of this section.

Theorem 17: Consider the system (33) with Bpxq � 0
under Assumption 1. The compact set A is uniformly glob-
ally asymptotically stable in probability if and only if it



is almost surely strongly forward invariant and uniformly
globally attractive in probability. �

D. Uniformity of recurrence

An open set O is said to be almost surely globally
recurrent if there are no finite escape times for x P C, 9x P
F pxq and, for each x P SrpRnq and for almost every ω P Ω
if xpωq is complete then xpωq reaches O, that is if xpωq is
complete then graphpxpωqq X pR2 �Oq � ∅.

The following result appears as [2, Prop. 3.1] and [3, Thm.
6].

Theorem 18: An open bounded set is almost surely glob-
ally recurrent if and only if it is uniformly globally recurrent
in probability. �

As noted in explaining [3, Corollary 2], the combination
of Theorem 18, Theorem 17, and [2, Proposition 2.2] yields
the following corollary, which is the stochastic version of
[18, Proposition 6.2].

Corollary 2: If the compact set A is Lyapunov stable
in probability and each open neighborhood of A is al-
most surely globally recurrent then A is uniformly globally
asymptotically stable in probability. �

E. Robustness

Robustness pertains to maintaining a stability property
even when the data of the stochastic hybrid system in (33) is
inflated to Hδ :� pCδ, Fδ, Dδ, Gδ, µq where δ : Rn Ñ R¥0

continuous and

Cδ :� tx P Rn : px� δpxqBq X C � ∅u (59a)
Fδ :� coF ppx� δpxqBq X Cq � δpxqB (59b)
Dδ :� tx P Rn : px� δpxqBq XD � ∅u (59c)
Gδ :�tg P Rn :g � g̃�δpgqB, g̃PGppx� δpxqBqXD, vqu ,

(59d)

The following statement, about robustness of global recur-
rence, is established in [40].

Theorem 19: Under Assumption 1, if an open bounded
set O � Rn is globally recurrent for (33) then there exists a
continuous function δ : Rn Ñ R¡0 such that O is uniformly
globally recurrent for Hδ . �

Robustness results for uniform global asymptotic stability
in probability are currently under development.

F. Invariance/recurrence principle-based stability results

Based on the results in [26], the papers [4], [6] establishes
a recurrence principle, which generalizes the classical invari-
ance principle, for the system (33) with Bpxq � 0. When
applied to the study of asymptotic stability or recurrence, the
principle yields the following results, which are contained in
[6, Thms. 2 & 3].

Theorem 20: Suppose the conditions of Theorem 5 hold
for the system (33) with Bpxq � 0 under Assumption 1.
Then A is UGASp if and only if there does not exist an
almost surely complete solution that remains in a non-zero
level set of V almost surely. �

Theorem 21: Suppose the conditions of Theorem 6 hold
hold for the system (33) with Bpxq � 0 under Assumption 1.

Then O is uniformly globally recurrent in probability if and
only if there does not exist an almost surely complete solu-
tion that remains almost surely in the set LV pcq X pRnzOq
for some c ¥ 0. �

These results provide an alternative to the use of Matrosov-
Foster functions for establishing UGASp or UGRp, as in
Section X-E. The advantage of Theorems 20 and 21 is that
they do not requiring finding Matrosov-Foster functions; their
disadvantage is that they require some knowledge about the
behavior of solutions.

XII. THE EXAMPLES REVISITED: STABIITY ANALYSIS

A. Sampled-data stochastic control systems

We consider stability properties relative to the compact set
A :� t0u � r0, T s.

Suppose there exists a smooth matrix-valued function P :
r0, T s Ñ Rn�n and strictly positive real numbers c1, c2, ε
and c ¥ 0 such that, for all τ P r0, T s and z P Rn, P pτq �
PJpτq,

c1I ¤ P pτq ¤ c2I (60a)

zJ 9P pτqz � zJP pτqfpzq�fJpzqP pτqz (60b)

�0.5tracepbpzqbpzqJP pτqq ¤ �εzJz � c (60c)

gJpzqP p0qgpzq � gJpzqP pT qgpzq ¤ �εzJz � c. (60d)

The ensuing claims then follow using the certification can-
didate V pxq :� zJP pτqz. When c � 0, it follows from
Theorems 7 and 11 respectively that the set A is uniformly
globally asymptotically stable in probability and uniformly
globally exponentially14 stable in expected value. When c ¡
0, it follows from Corollary 1 and Theorem 12 respectively
that each open set containing

 
z P Rn : zJz ¤ c{ε(�r0, T s

is uniformly globally recurrent in probability and that A
is uniformly globally practically exponentially stable in ex-
pected value.

Regarding the conditions (60), in the non-stochastic case
and with linear mapping fpzq :� Az and gpzq :� Jz, the
conditions hold with c � 0 if and only if all eigenvalues
of the matrix exppAT qJ have magnitude less than one, in
which case one can take

P pτq :� expp�rετq exppAJpT � τqqX exppApT � τq
where X � XJ ¡ 0 and rε ¡ 0 satisfy

pexppAT qJqJX exppAT qJ � expp�rε T qX ¤ �rεI.
B. Average dwell-time switching among stochastic differen-
tial equations

As an indication of the results that can be obtained for
systems with average dwell-time switching among stochastic
differential equations, consider the situation where, for each
q P Q there exist a twice continuously differentiable function
Wq : Rm Ñ R¥0, α1q, α2q P K8, λq ¡ 0, cq ¥ 0 and
mq ¡ 0 such that, for all pξ, qq P Rm �Q,

α1qp|ξ|q ¤Wqpξq ¤ α2qp|ξ|q (61)

14We drop the modifier “quasi” here since we can take α1psq �
α2psq9s2.



and

x∇Wqpξq, fqpξqy � 1

2
trace

�
bqpξqbqpξqJ∇2Wqpξq

�
(62)

¤ �λqWqpξq � cq

and

Wqpξq ¤ mqWppξq @p P Qqz tqu . (63)

We assume

mq   exp

�
λq
δ



. (64)

Define A :� t0u�Q�r0, N s � Rm�R�R. and consider
the certification candidate V : Rm�2 Ñ R¥0 defined by

V pxq :� exppρqτqWqpξq (65)

where ρq ¡ 0 for each q P Q. Define ρ :� maxqPQ ρq
and, for all s ¥ 0, α1psq :� minqPQ α1qpsq and α2psq :�
maxqPQ α2qpsq. It follows from (61) that, for all x P C Y
D YGpDq,

α1p|x|Aq ¤ V pxq ¤ exppρNqα2p|x|Aq. (66)

It is not difficult to verify that

LRm�2V pxq � ρqδ exppρqτqWqpξq�
exppρqτq

�
x∇Wqpξq, fqpξqy � 1

2
tr
�
bqpξqbqpξqJ∇2Wqpξq

�

¤ exppρqτq ppρqδ � λqqWqpξq � cqq
¤ pρqδ � λqqV pxq � exppρqNqcq.

Moreover,

∆Rm�2V pxq � pexpp�ρqqmq � 1qV pxq.
The condition (64) enables picking ρq P p0, λq{δq so that,
for some ε ¡ 0 and rc ¥ 0, we have

LRnV pxq ¤ �εV pxq � rc (67a)
∆RnV pxq ¤ �εV pxq. (67b)

It follows that when rc � 0, which is the case when
cq � 0 for all q P Q, that all of the conditions provided
in Theorems 7, 10, and 11, respectively, for asymptotic
stability in probability, and stability and quasi-exponential
stability in expected value of the compact set A are satisfied.
When rc ¡ 0, the conditions provided for recurrence in
Corollary 1 are satisfied for any open set containing the
set tx P C YD : V pxq ¤ rc{εu. Morever, the conditions for
practical quasi-exponential stability in expected value in
Theorem 12 are satisfied.

C. A stochastic bouncing ball system

Let A be the origin in R2 and consider the certification
candidate

V pxq � γx1 � 1

2
x2

2. (68)

It is not difficult to establish (see [15, Ex. 3.19]) that there
exist α1, α2 P K8 such that

α1p|x|q ¤ V pxq ¤ α2p|x|q @x P C YD YGpDq. (69)

We suppose that vi : Ω Ñ ta, bu, where 0   a   1   b,
µ ptauq � p P p0, 1q, and

a2p� b2p1� pq   1. (70)

It can be verified that

LR2V pxq � 0 @x P C (71a)

∆R2V pxq � �p1� a2p� b2p1� pqqV pxq @x P D.
(71b)

It follows from (70) and Theorems 5 and 10, respectively,
that the origin is uniformly globally stable in probability and
uniformly globally stable in expected value (relative to the
function α1), respectively.

In order to establish uniform global asymptotic stability
in probability, there are multiple options.

One option involves invoking Theorem 20, which relies
on the invariance principle. Indeed, every sample path of a
solution that starts in a non-zero level set of V has at least
one jump and such a jump changes the value of V . There
there does not exist an almost surely complete solution that
remains in a non-zero level set of V almost surely.

Another option involves invoking Theorem 14, with the
Matrosov-Foster candidate functions V1pxq :� V pxq and
V2pxq :� x2. These functions are bounded on each compact
set and admit the bounds (58) for Oc � t|x| P rδ,∆su with
0   δ   ∆   8 with

uc,1pxq � 0

uc,2pxq � �γ
and

ud,1pxq � �p1� a2p� b2p1� pqqV pxq
ud,2pxq � pap� bp1� pq � 1qx2.

It is straightforward to verify that these functions satisfy
the conditions required to make pV1, V2q Matrosov-Foster
functions for each set δB� Y pR2z∆Bq. Thus, the origin
is uniformly globally asymptotically stable in probability
according to Theorem 14.

Finally, we note that the condition (70) can be relaxed
by resorting to non-smooth certification candidates, as in [2,
§6.1].

D. The nefarious nurse

Define A :� S1 � t0u � R3. We suppose

σg � σb   2. (72)

Consider the certification candidate V pxq :� x3. It is
straightforward to verify that, for all x P CYDYGpD�Vq,
V pxq � |x|A. In addition, we have

LR3V pxq � �εV pxq � c @x P C (73a)
∆R3V pxq � p0.5σg � 0.5σb � 1qV pxq @x P D. (73b)

When c � 0, it follows from the condition (72) and Theorems
7 and 11 respectively that the set A is uniformly globally
asymptotically stable in probability and uniformly globally



exponentially15 stable in expected value. When c ¡ 0, it
follows from the condition (72) and Corollary 1 and Theorem
12 respectively that each open set containing S1�r0, c{εs is
uniformly globally recurrent in probability and that A is uni-
formly globally practically exponentially stable in expected
value.

XIII. OPEN PROBLEMS

The preceding discussion about stochastic hybrid inclu-
sions, as modeled in (33), suggests several open problems.
The first gaping hole pertains to extending the results of
Section XI to the case where the dispersion map B is not
identically zero. The main themes there include establishing
1) equivalence between uniform and non-uniform versions
of asymptotic stability and recurrence, 2) inherent robust-
ness of asymptotic stability and recurrence, 3) converse
Lyapunov theorems for asymptotic stability and recurrence,
and 4) an invariance principle that can be used to establish
asymptotic stability and recurrence. Another pressing open
problem is to find an efficient way to model spontaneous
jumps with the most natural causality constraints so that
the continuous-time infinitesimal generator in (51) includes
terms related to spontaneous transitions, as in (22). Related
ideas for stochastic hybrid inclusions with an identically
zero dispersion map have been discussed in [2, §7]. It is
likely also worthwhile to explore weaker stability definitions
involving expected values and relaxed Lyapunov conditions
that guarantee such properties. Finally, exploring applications
that rely on stochastic hybrid inclusions is an important
aspect that remains largely untouched.

XIV. CONCLUSIONS

Stochastic hybrid systems can be used to model a very rich
class of dynamical behavior. They address systems where the
states sometimes change continuously and sometimes change
instantaneously, where each type of change can be affected
by a random process, and where the timing of jumps can
also be driven by a random process or be determined by the
location of the state in the state space. Significant research on
classes of stochastic hybrid systems appeared in the literature
over thirty years ago, and some significant new developments
have occurred over the last decade. Relatively simple models
can be used to address systems that possess unique solutions
and whose jumps are triggered spontaneously. Examples and
stability theory for such systems were addressed in the first
half of this tutorial. More complicated models and tools are
needed for systems that admit non-unique solutions, where
jumps can be triggered by the value of the state, and where
there is no preference for continuous time over discrete time.
A modeling framework that addresses these situations was
described in the second half of this tutorial. Examples were
also provided to illustrate the utility of such a modeling
framework. Developments in this direction are relatively new,
and several important open problems remain.

15We drop the modifier “quasi” here since we can take α1psq � α2psq �
s.
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